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ARKdeko’® Design is a young and dynamic company, constantly evolving with the aim 
of achieving superior quality and refinement standards in the resin coating sector.
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GRAND
NEW 
OPENING

A  successful, contemporary, simple and
sophi sticated  interior, hard  and  comfortable 
 at the same time; opposites that meet, 

where touching the surfaces to live a unique 
experience. A great new challenge for ARKdeko’® 

decorative resins, a challenge made possible also 
thanks to installations of the largest brands in the 
architectural market such as 3M™ di-NOC and 
Barrisol, and above all to some of the best craftsmen 
who collaborate permanently with the brand. 

Craftsmanship and customization perfectly 
represented by the company motto “Architectural 
& Decorative Surfaces”.

With the new location, a stronger representation of 
the brand is clearly born, already known for surface 
design and customization.

In a highly competitive market, where there is 
often no clarity on the matter, ARKdeko’® with 
the new spaces also expands the commercial 
technical assistance service. The showroom is 
transformed into a design lab, where further 
environments are dedicated to training, where 
the professional can find inspiration but above 
all reliable technical solutions and selected and 
developed materials based on direct experience.

In this context, architects, designers and resin 
craftsmen can experiment with the products, 
get to know them and experience them 
completely, develop more safety in use and offer 
them on the market with greater awareness.

The official opening, reserved to customers and 
distributors, is seton 14th September. Already on 
Sunday 15th September it is possible to book an 
appointment and participate to free workshops. 
The showroom from 21 September will be open 
every Saturday and Sunday to professionals 
and craftsmen of the sector, by appointment.

“Architectural
& Decorative 

Surfaces.”

TERMOLI
2019_ SEPTEMBER 14TH
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GRAND
NEW 
OPENING

With a large meeting space, 
a comfortable meeting 
room and an equipped 
practical laboratory 
classroom, the ARKdeko’® 
showroom  becomes 
DESIGN LAB.
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ANGELICA 
CATALDO

Brand creator and owner.
After graduating in Economics and Business 
with a thesis on “Internationalization and 

competitive strategies of international companies”, 
she immediately entered the coatings sector as a 
Strategic Marketing Technician and Commercial 
Manager for an important company in the stone 
sector. The experience gained in the world of marble 
surfaces, endorsed by numerous participations in 
international events, will be fundamental for the 
elaboration of the ARKdeko’® mission.

In 2011 she approached the family construction 
company and in 2012 she founded  ARKdeko’® 

Design.

From the beginning, the experimentation of 
materials and technical studies, as well as the strong 
inclination to design, make the company mature 
with a rapid commercial growth capacity.
The close collaboration with certified industrial 
laboratories and the proximity to construction site 
problems, allows ARKdeko’® targeted productions, 
which canonize high quality standards. The direct 
testing of the products in the shipbuilding industry 
makes it possible to derive relevant information 
on the products themselves, highlighting their 
advantages and difficulties from the application 
point of view. This proximity to the moment of 
installation is the cornerstone of ARKdeko’®       
assistance to client companies, a fundamental 
‘experiential’ technical background for training in 
the use of materials.
In the meantime, the training offer for customers 
becomes a corporate priority and from 2012 to 
2018 there are more than 400 ARKdeko’® certified 
companies for the installation of materials, of which 
more than half just in the last two years.

Angelica Cataldo has been able to guess the market 
potential of ‘digital floors’ and thanks to this, 
ARKdeko’® today is leading-edge resins brand in 
the sector and is the first training company in Italy 
to offer notions and tools for the correct laying of 
resin ‘Digital floors’.

Innovation, combined with the experimentation and 
contamination of digital techniques, has allowed the 
creation of the TRAME collection, an incredible 
digital application for cementitious material floors, 
a very current trend in surface design.
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ANGELICA 
CATALDO

SPACES OF EXCELLENCE
AND TAILORING SURFACES.

Table tops covered with gold leaves and ARKdeko’® resin for the Bristol Winter Garden of Helvetia & Bristol Florence© Starhotels.
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“Empty your mind,
be formless,
shapeless … 
be water …” 
B.Lee 

Emptying out any concept of standardization, being multifaceted, dressing the surface like a tailored
suit, this is the ARKdeko’® vision. Against any trend towards maximizing sales in the resins
and microcements sector, ARKdeko’® chooses maximizing quality by focusing attention  

on customers who love to stand out with the value of craftsmanship.
ARKdeko’® stands in close synergy with professionals in architecture and design, who ask for a partner in the 
design and construction of the coatings.
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Colors, shapes, textures, images, furnishings and the choice of materials are made on a project and customized 
in order to create a space of excellence, in which the customer is surrounded not only by furniture and simple 
wall or floor coverings, but an environment in which new sensations emerge.

The offer wants to embrace the widest aesthetic taste through unrepeatable creations, both for simple and 
functional environments and for more refined designs. From the simple customization of colors to the 
TRAME, PAVIMENTO DIGITALE and LUXURY surfaces collections, which in particular offer the maximum 
definition of design.

Resin floors and coverings become the solution for furnishing environments, renewing them with creations of 
particular aesthetic and artistic value, for private residences, hotels, shops, showrooms, shopping malls and 
any space that wants to be enhanced with living contents of material and personality. 
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TSU PROJECT
LOPES PERTILE ARCHITECTS.
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The interior design for the new The Site Up headquarters in Padua, designed by the Luso-Italian ar-
chitecture studio Lopes Pertile Architects, traces the history of the world of ecommerce, which 
sees its birth in San Francisco, where creatives and energetic young people have made the history 

of contemporaneity, starting from the garages, then moving to industrial pavilions, until meeting large 
companies, where the digital world quickly brought them to wealth. The Architecture project tells of that 
air that reigns in Silicon Valley, where the work space offers all the benefits to conquer emerging talents.

In light of these premises, the project is thus divided into three parts: the entrance area, industrial and formal; 
the warm and welcoming production area; finally a real colorful recreational space.
The entrance is the space that tells the origins, from the flooring to the concrete wall.
The elegance of this minimal contemporary style makes room for the cleanliness of its lines, to enter a new 
dimension, in that spatial freedom that is inevitably reflected in an intellectual freedom.
The production space stimulates concentration, it is the space of being, of welcoming, through the pleasant 
sensations that wood originates. 
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“A materic material,
rude but elegant”.
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“A materic material,
rude but elegant”.

F   inally, there is the space for leisure and conviviality where color and density of objects become 
more alive, to offer moments in which we move away from work to seek new perspectives. Tables, 
chairs and wardrobes have been custom designed. The work of Italian and Portuguese craftsmen 

has made all this possible, reflecting in the attention to detail, which is the soul of the project and which 
brings with it all the time dedicated to its design and realization, to enhance the space dedicated to work.

Work therefore not intended as intellectual exploitation, but that one, in the words of a famous philosopher, 
ennobles man.

The use of deko’FINO ARKdeko’® polymer concrete for flooring is transversal throughout the project and 
marks the transition between one area and another, accompanying the reading of the space in its various 
functions.

An ever-present material, which with its materiality, rude and elegant at the same time, stages that industrial 
atmosphere, where the protagonist is concrete, natural, scratchy and finally naked.
The so bare concrete is combined with what at first sight is read as a fabric and in this game of alternating 
perceptions, the materials are told, dressed and completed in the dialogue that arises from the harmony of their 
proximity.

Design: Lopes Pertile Architects
Realization of deko’FINO coating: Marga Costruzioni SRL
Photo: Giorgio de Vecchi
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TRAINING:
QUALITY MAKES YOU
STAND OUT.

P rofessional training is becoming increasingly strategic in the construction and related sectors. Objective: 
quality. Professional training was born as a response to the needs expressed by companies and the needs 
of technicians to keep up to date with the continuous changes in the market.

But training is above all a need for professional growth.

Companies need to put their experiences to good use, comparing them with new approaches and alternative 
work techniques. This is what happens between designers, decorators and construction companies, in the field 
of resinous coatings, a highly technical type of finish, at least for characteristics inherent in the handling and 
application of the material itself.

Everyone can agree
that learning of new knowledge
is important.

But it is even more significant to change established behavior and practices in working methods.

Often the habit, that is the habitual choice towards a solution that has been effective once, but that in fact is 
not the true solution for all cases, involves the exclusion of the evaluation of alternatives, which are considered 
similar to the former and therefore feasible. The technical knowledge of the material, and of the resins in the 
case, makes a significant contribution to the development of a higher degree of safety in choosing the most 
suitable methodologies to generate a high quality result. 

The personality features that make the professional growth process difficult are also uncertainty and 
superficiality. An adequate training course and information exchange remedy these shortcomings with the 
benefit for companies of developing decision-making skills and professionalism. 

The structure of the ARKdeko’® courses places daily work at the center of attention in order to pay all the 
knowledge required to identify and evaluate the problems present in the work activity and the most appropriate 
controls to prevent, eliminate and / or control them, by integrating, when necessary, missing, deficient or 
distorted knowledge. The aim is to qualitatively enhance the services offered by businesses. The sharing of 
experiences, the collaborative approach and the sustainability of the work are the cornerstones of the corporate 
rate with the aim of expanding!The training commitment also provides continuous technical assistance, 
assisting companies in the choice of materials and application solutions, in order to always guarantee the best 
aesthetic and structural result, and commercial consultancy with direct support on site: a professional synergy 
in order to work and use concretely in the area, offering customers top quality coating solutions.
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TRAINING:
QUALITY MAKES YOU
STAND OUT.
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REGULATORY FOCUS: UNI 11704 Edile painter.

The UNI 11704 regulation came into force 
on March 8, 2018, which regulates the 
professional activity of the edile painter or 

of the subject which operates in the context of the 
application of painting systems for construction 
and related products, in terms of knowledge, skills 
and competence in accordance with the European 
Qualifications Framework - EQF.

The standard, FOR THE FIRST TIME, recognizes 
the professional figure of the resinator and determines 
the necessary and sufficient requirements to operate 
with competence and professionalism. An “epochal” 
turning point so coveted by the operators of the 
supply chain that will allow professionals to obtain 
recognition - valid throughout the national territory 
- not attributable to a Company or Association, but 

the result of the meeting of all interested parties and 
experts who collaborate in drafting the standard.The 
certification of skills in accordance with UNI 11704 
is issued by an independent third party body (which 
operates according to the international UNI CEI EN 
ISO / IEC 17024 standard) on the basis of specific 
requirements and declined in a specific personnel 
certification scheme on which ARKdeko’® is 
working to offer its training support. Although it 
remains a voluntary act, it represents a guarantee 
of professional quality that is immediately evident 
for designers, architects, engineers, companies 
in the sector and clients who, before prescribing 
and/or entrusting the works, will be able to choose 
competent and prepared professionals with greater 
confidence, to protect and benefit the category and 
the sector in general.
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A mission fully shared by ARKdeko’® and by the continuous corporate commitment in experimentation and 
research of innovative solutions.

With pride ARKdeko’® joins excellent partners such as SIR Visual Srl and Wrap & Decor School-Professional 
Wrapping Courses, making use of the absolute performance of 3M™ products to create the innovative DIGITAL 
FLOORING system.

The workshops at the 3M ™ certified school in Castenedolo (BS) and the in-depth applications with special 
courses at ARKdeko’® have opened an incredible path of growth for the digital flooring system and thanks to 
this, ARKdeko’® is today the brand of cutting-edge resins in the sector and it is the first training company in 
Italy to offer notions and tools for the correct installation of resin ‘Digital floors’.

An incredible commercial expansion is expected.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS:
INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS THAT COLLABORATE.

Roberto Cirulli, 3M™ certified applicator during the ARKdeko’® DIGITAL FLOORING specialist course.

“... collaborate and represent companies that have 
ambition ... the redevelopment project is a sum of skills, 
the best way to predict the future is to create it!”
Massimiliano Gusmini, Wrap&Decor School 
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ARKdeko’® is today
the leading brand in the resin sector
and is the first training company in Italy
to offer concepts and tools
for the correct installation of the digital flooring
otherwise known as ‘3D floor’ in resin.

3D FLOORS: 
CREATIVITY AND ORIGINALITY 
WITH RESIN.
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ARKdeko’® is today
the leading brand in the resin sector
and is the first training company in Italy
to offer concepts and tools
for the correct installation of the digital flooring
otherwise known as ‘3D floor’ in resin.

3D FLOORS: 
CREATIVITY AND ORIGINALITY 
WITH RESIN.

Thanks to excellent partners such as SIR Visual Srl and Wrap & Decor School, ARKdeko’® makes use of 
the absolute performance of 3M ™ products: a unique and exclusive system.
The collaboration also with AIRPANO, the largest resource in the world - for geographical coverage, 

number of aerial photographs and for the artistic and technical quality of the images - with high-quality 360° 
panoramas, it also makes it possible to create panoramic floors in very high definition, even on large sizes.

DIGITAL RESIN FLOORS commonly known on the web as ‘3D floors’,  are floors of high aesthetic and 
emotional impact, which arouse particular attention and surprise. The ARKdeko’® system ensures a suggestive 
photorealistic effect, thanks to the high definition of printing of the 3M™ films, the study of the dimensions and 
perspectives, and above all the K300 resin developed for the specific application by ARKdeko’®, with very 
high crystallinity. Digital floors are ideal for homes, hotels, shops, offices, showrooms, bars and any place 
where you want to enhance the floor surface and impress your visitors.
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WHEN THE FLOOR
IS SPECTACULARLY
PHOTOREALISTIC.

MUST HAVE
DIGITAL FLOORING.

It is known that bathrooms with a marine themed digital flooring are now the must-have of the resin. Nature 
offers spectacular settings. Crystal clear water, fine white sand, colorful fish ... but also an unusual stormy 
ocean like the bathroom in the photo.
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The result is extraordinary: a fascinating photorealistic effect, there is movement, color, shades, whose shades 
change from aqua green to deep blue, crashing waves and whitish foam. The photographic scenario is amplified 
by the crystallinity of the special resin deko’KRISTAL K300.
A natural 3D effect that is able to create a great suggestion: nature inspires us giving unique and fascinating 
perspectives.
CHOOSE THE SPECIALIZED BRAND: EXCLUSIVE ARKdeko’® ADVANTAGES
Wide choice of themes and customizations, best service and accurate staff training, make ARKdeko’® the leading 
brand in the production of 3d floors.

WIDE CHOICE OF THEMES
AND CUSTOMIZATIONS
You choose the theme and the measures, ARKdeko’® 
thinks about selecting the best possible images and 
settings for digital floors for you. There is no limit 
to the creation of photorealistic floors, an idea is 
sufficient and ARKdeko’® develops it for you.

WARRANTY
The materials used are guaranteed for 5 years. Images 
on 3M™ supports and ARKdeko’® UV resistant resins 
guarantee the best seal over time.          

BEST SERVICE
ARKdeko’® provides the complete package for the 
creation of digital floors: resin, images and graphic 
design. The best performance of a resin flooring 
depends on the combination of all these factors.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
ARKdeko’® is the first training company in Italy to 
offer notions and tools for the correct installation of 
digital resin floors. Training allows you to know and 
operate correctly.
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THE EVOLUTION OF FLOORING IS DIGITAL.

The floor is already an element that contributes 
to define the furniture and conditions and 
somehow determines the style.

What if it was the main element?

Today with the ARKdeko’® system it is possible 
to create perfectly customized floors, which can 
reproduce patterns, logos, images, shapes, colors 
and materials, for the creation of modern and even 
extremely luxurious floors.

A change of trend dictated by the same company that 
today offers botanical, boho chic, inlays, damask, 
technical fabrics, for a new vision of digital flooring.
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The ARKdeko’® digital resin flooring, indistinctly realizable on screed or on old flooring, is composed of an 
ARKdeko’® solvent-free epoxy resin sandwich with the incorporation of special 3M™ Envision™ film using the 
special transparent deko ‘resin. KRISTAL K300.

The preparation of the substrate that houses the floor package is assessed according to the application substrate.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Continuous coating. 
• Wide possibility of artistic 

customization and finishes. 
• Extra vitrified aesthetics or Matt.
• Superior mechanical resistance.
• High difficulty of application.
     Only for certified laying.

APPLICATION CYCLE

1= Fund: 2 steps K102
2= Body: 1 step K302 Color
3= Decoration: 3M™ special Film
4= Finish: 1 step K300

Extra: 2 steps deko’TOP K502 HIDRO 
     K503

TECHNICAL FOCUS: The digital flooring system.

VOC = 0 / ZERO SOLVENTS / Formaldehyde-free epoxy / Exclusive Wrap & Resin system

1
2
3
4
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COLOR
AND WELLNESS.

Today the canons followed in the choice and use of color are 
those dictated mainly by taste, aesthetics, fashion; but color 

influences the well-being and choices of living beings (humans, 
animals and plants), just like that: the choices.

The color changes the mood of those who undergo it.
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It is interesting to know a very different aspect of color far from what we commonly talk about. We know 
prof. Paolo Brescia, expert in the study of physical, perceptual and physiological aspects of color, as well as 
founder of Cromoambiente.

How did your passion for color begin?
It is not possible to say when it started. I always had the feeling that the color was not well considered. I did not 
accept the fact that its use was linked exclusively to the world of fashion. I probably ventured on this path when 
I visited the Blue Mosque in Istanbul. The vision of lapis lazuli has given me a sense of peace and led me to live 
the experience of the “parallel dimension”. I stood in the center of the mosque for about four hours convinced 
that only 5/10 minutes had passed.
After some time I visited Egypt, admired the pyramids, temples and papyrus. I studied the techniques of the 
priests who communicate with the afterlife through special rites that unfold through the blue color, together 
with the sound of drums accompanied by lullabies and the smell of burnt roots.

Cromoambiente: explain to us what it is.
The Cromoambiente project is a light-color model that aims to make the individual live better in his habitat. 
This happens through the knowledge of the main effects that color produces on living beings: photobiological 
effects, communicative affects, psychological effects and therapeutic effects.
Added to this is the analysis of places, the definition of all the components of information that identify the right 
color or the right colors.

Interview: The Sign of Color
Photo: prof. Paolo Brescia, workshop “The culture and design of color”, 
Service Farbe (GE) ARKdeko’® distributor for Liguria.
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You have made many projects. Is there one to which you are particularly attached? And why?
I am passionate about all the projects carried out: from the guardian’s desk to the mega director’s office, from the 
color of the plastic laminate to the ship, from the color collection to the car, from the square to the skyscraper, 
from the signs to the scenography for Pope John Paul II and for the presidents Cossiga and Ciampi. From the 
color plan to the Japanese Garden, from the Hospice to the Polyclinic. But the project I am most attached to is 
the project that has not been carried out: the pediatric oncohematology department of a hospital in my region. 
It was not applied due to some differences with the primary who decided to block the chromatic project. The 
main idea tended to ensure that young patients were relieved of the weight of the drips, the atrocity of the 
needles, the huge beds, the blinding lamps and the cannulated plastic walls. I am sure I could have done a lot. 
Small patients should not be considered as carriers of a tumor, but individuals to be respected.

What is your creative process? Where does it start and what are the first elements it evaluates before 
starting a job?
My goal is to obtain the correct environments that can transmit everything that emerges from the project. I take 
the E.R.O.S. as a reference. and the S.C.A. applied respectively for architecture and users. E.R.O.S. means: 
E like how to Exist, that is, the analysis of the surrounding environment, its function, the changes that can be 
made and what are the rigidity in which to move; R as Data collection( Raccolta dati), based on the cardinal 
axis and based on the context (noises, smells, disergonomy, light, Kelvin degrees etc.); O as Objectives by 
establishing three together with the users. By clearly identifying the objectives and priorities, we arrive at the 
S that stands for Solutions. By S.C.A, on the other hand, we mean: S as Stress, the type of stress to which 
people are subjected or subjected in an environment; C as Comfort, that is to understand the inconveniences 
that an individual or more individuals must face during the course of their work and correct them; A as distinct 
autonomy in decision-making and executive autonomy to which different colors correspond, from indigo to 
yellow.

How important is the conscious use of color in everyday life?
It depends on the application you do and where you do it. In a house it could be relative cause the aesthetics 
of the user most often outweigh the functionality. The color chosen for aesthetic reasons at the expense of 
functionality: this is what I have been fighting for thirty years. While for the public place, like a hospital, a 
school or a work environment,  functionality fortunately takes over aesthetics.
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What are the color combinations to avoid in a 
home? And why?
In a house, no color can be excluded and, if well 
considered and designed, there are no chromatic 
combinations not recommended. Also black with 
green or red with purple, brown with Turkish-blue 
or blue with gray.
What I feel I should advise against is the 
monochromatic use of white or green. The mono-
chromatism of green could provide a sense of 
rejection as it does not exist in nature. The same 
meadow is characterized by various shades of 
green, never one alone. White is responsible for the 
increase in visual disturbances because it does not 
give the eye the opportunity to rest as it is most often 
dazzling. In the work areas, with the passing of time, 
the presence of white causes nausea and headaches. 
White is a beautiful and very functional color if used 
correctly.
Recall that Le Corbusier has left written that white 
only lives if there is a huge fuss of color around.

Are there any colors that cannot be missing 
inside a home?
We assume that there are many shades of the same 
color that could be indicated to fulfill a function, but 
in other shades they can lead to opposite effects.
For example, an orange tending to red is 
asphyxiating, an orange tending to yellow is anti-
claustrophobic. For each color there are hundreds 
of shades and the choice is not so easy if you don’t 
have specific skills. This is why white is still being 
sold today. The colors can be divided into hot and 
cold, therefore diurnal and nocturnal, stimulating 

and relaxing. The first would find better allocation 
in the living area, while cool in the bedroom.
For the study area I recommend yellow, in light 
shades, being a psychic stimulant. While yellow 
tending to dove gray could be applied in the kitchen 
because it gives the impression of a well-cooked food. 
Lemon yellow for the dining room wall conveys the 
idea of light and digestible frying. Orange could be 
applied in the corridor, in the play area, in the cellar, 
in the stairwell. Suitable in a bathroom, especially 
if without windows. Combined with a rotten green 
it manages to reduce olfactory perceptions. In 
different shades, it could also be used in the living 
room. Red, in some shades and in small quantities, 
could be used in the kitchen. It manages to activate 
the synaesthesia of taste by increasing salivation and 
therefore making the food tastier.
To remember the history of the Somelliers who, 
faced with the evaluation of five white wines and five 
red wines, evaluated the reds without realizing that 
they were the same colored white wines.
Today red wines are valued in black glasses, so after 
the evaluation of the taste, the color is also evaluated.
In other shades, such as Pompeian red applied in 
the bedroom, it makes the whole environment more 
intriguing. Obviously not in the whole room, you 
wouldn’t sleep well.
Remember that red is a tonic color: it increases the 
heart rate and calls for action. Pink is the color of 
health, excellent in a convalescence area. It is the 
color most loved and hated by women. To be used on 
the walls near the conversation area, thus facilitating 
gossip. It is the female color for excellence, it 
does not transmit anything negative and reduces 
aggression. 
Green, in shades up to turquoise, could be used at 
the entrance with a  welcoming function. Applied 
in the children’s bedroom, it facilitates play. In a 
corridor it manages to increase the sensation of 
freshness.
The blue can be applied in the bedrooms to facilitate 
a good sleep: by slowing the heart beat it predisposes 
the body to rest. It is not recommended for those 
suffering from depression.
Purple, in its indigo shade, is a splendid color for 
the living room. Helps socialization. Purple is the 
meeting and the mixture of ying and yang, male and 
female, which is why it is often not accepted. 

Professor Paolo Brescia, founder of Cromoambiente.
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It is a color that embellishes a wall, especially if you have precious furnishings such as paintings, tapestries, 
sculptures. Gray should be used on the doors and the shade tending to blue could be used for the ceiling. It 
is an excellent color for furnishings. It has the property of adapting to the color it is placed alongside: a gray 
near a green becomes a pinkish gray, a gray near a red becomes a gray / green and so on. Black in furniture 
is recommended for furnishings, but not for walls. Brown could be applied to the fireplace wall or to a wall 
septum, as an ecological color. Excellent for the floor: solid color that recalls the earth and wood. White is the 
most used color and is assumed to be easy to clean and repair. Nothing more wrong. White is a splendid color 
if it perimeters or underlines other colors. It would be appropriate to stain it with other colors so as not to have 
only the dazzling white and thus obtain the “dirty” white of red, or green, or blue. 

Do you have a dream in the drawer? Is there a project you would like to carry out?
My dream is to help make the color the protagonist of our habitat and not to clash with the infamous phrase “I 
don’t like this color, architect, propose me another one” and then explain the reason for the choice. It would 
be appropriate to teach color, in Italy and abroad, to architects, engineers, surveyors, in general to technicians 
who completely ignore the potential that color has. The project that I would like to carry out is a ministerial 
protocol, to be drawn up with other technicians, which will become a guide for all the pediatric and geriatric 
departments of the country. The mission of color is to make us live better: let’s use it!
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NATURAL COLORS:
EMOTIONAL MEANINGS
ARISE FROM THE COLOR
OF THE FLOOR.

Color is a complex tool because it has the ability to stimulate reactions, arouse emotions in the human 
soul, attract and intrigue the observer. The link between man and colors is immediate and direct, as 
evidenced by psychological, philosophical, symbolic and scientific studies on its use.

Industrial design - interiors, fashion, communication - and with greater preponderance, the materials for 
building finishes, use the design of the chromatic language to seduce and communicate.
Always looking for new trends, ARKdeko’® proposes and guides the customer in choosing the products that 
best represent the vision of living well its spaces. ARKdeko’® knows that warm and welcoming surfaces made 
with spatulated resin better represent the idea of materiality and naturalness of the surfaces.

This is how the charm of primordial materials, such 
as stone, soil and clay, and modern elegance are not 
mutually exclusive, but they create a combination 
capable of creating moods of tranquility and well-
being.
Thanks to the resins, it is possible to combine natural 
and warm colors of floors, walls and furniture, with 
maximum versatility, to give rooms a harmonious 
naturalness.

COLORI DELLA NATURA COLLECTION.

Deko’MALTA ARKdeko’® is a product designed to cover all surfaces with a modern design, with a natural 
and material effect. The COLORI DELLA NATURA collection in 12 deko’MALTA ARKdeko’® 
shades gives the surfaces a natural, slightly cloudy material appearance and textured, and responds to 

the needs of the most attentive consumers, always looking for originality, authenticity and references to natural 
elements.
To evoke the chromatic naturalness ARKdeko’® has selected a range of colors consisting essentially of oxide 
bases, soils and pure silicates, which express both warm and cold shades and reflect the chromatic trends of 
surface design. 
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NATURAL COLORS:
EMOTIONAL MEANINGS
ARISE FROM THE COLOR
OF THE FLOOR.

Due to the reproduction in print or on video the actual color may differ, please refer to the sample folder.

bark soil

chalk sand

natural ice

mud clay    

coal mauve

overseas bamboo
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COLOR TRENDS 2019.

Deko’MALTA
architectural surfaces
in trendy colors.

Living Coral, Pantone color 2019, enriches the deko’MALTA range: a shade halfway between orange and pink 
able to light up the surfaces of walls and furniture with a bright and vitaminic style. 
    

Living Coral is the first color of the Trend Collection, followed by SAPPHIRE the elegant velvety blue and 
EMERALD of absolute preciousness.

SAPPHIRE.
Sapphire blue, 
the deko’MALTA Rough 
material proposal, velvety
to the touch and sight. 

EMERALD.
The intense emerald color 
for high design surfaces.

LIVING CORAL.
Absolutely 2019 trend, 
bright and contemporary 
color.
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The material exploration of ARKdeko’®resins continues the reading of the design trends of the surfaces 
and models new structured coverings. Through detailed, graphics and soft micro-fibers, for 2020, the 
surfaces acquire the weaves of the natural fabrics of hemp and yuta; while the refined color palette grows 

in neutral shades and derivations.

In contrast to the fine furnishings created by fiber-reinforced mortars, the extreme hardness of steel arrives,
a raw but sophisticated coating that will shake the design of offices and shops by dictating new proposals.

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM 2020?
MATT COLORS, FABRIC EFFECTS,

METALS AND FIBERS.
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The charm of primordial materials, such as stone, soil and clay, and modern elegance are not mutually 
exclusive, but they create a union capable of creating moods of tranquility and well-being. Thanks to 
ARKdeko’® spatulated mortars, it is possible to combine natural colors and textures, for floors and walls 

that give harmounius beauty to environments.

“The skin has vibrational capacity.
We can perceive textures, feeling the surfaces.

ARKdeko’® changes perspective with which to look at coatings, 
not just visual and inspired by the colors of the nature,

but felt through the sense of touch.
The ARKdeko’® concept of “feeling the surfaces”

points out the spontaneous gesture of everyone, to touch 
materials to capture their essence.”    

MATERIALITY AND 
NATURALITY OF SURFACES.
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The exclusive ARKdeko’® spatulated mortars: the refined micro-cement deko’FINO and the mineral mortar 
deko’MALTA, are decorative coatings composed of selected cements, aqueous emulsion resins, additives 
and mineral pigments, applicable on floors and walls without interruption. ARKdeko’® offers a wide range of 
finishes, starting from collections of colors and textures, up to complete customization.

deko’MALTA: natural colors, emotional surfaces 
and tactile sensations.

Tuning into nature and walk barefoot. Deko’MALTA ARKdeko’® is the mineral spatulated product that 
recalls the material, giving the surfaces a natural, slightly cloudy and textured appearance and responds 
to the needs of the most attentive consumers, always looking for originality, naturalness and authenticity.
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deko’MALTA is simplicity.
Loved by applicators because it is a product with exceptional workability and finish, designers prefer it for its 
elegant minerality. A unique product of great functional and aesthetic value. Versatile, it is used for floors, 
walls, furnishings, indoors and outdoors, and not least in wellness centers and swimming pools, wherever you 
want to give a natural and non-cementitious appearance to surfaces.

Health centre. Romeo Pesce realization.   

Spatulated resin bath deko’MALTA ral 1019. Realization Rita Szabo, Switzerland.
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TECHNICAL FOCUS: Water based resin.

Bathroom in deko’MALTA. Ivan Parisi realization. Bath in spatulated deko’MALTA resin and cement.
ARKdeko’® Design Magyarország Bt. Budapest realization.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Continuous, rough, smooth relief
      coating.
• Glossy, satin, matt or extra glazed 

aesthetics. 
• Excellent mechanical resistance.
• Medium-low application difficulty.

APPLICATION CYCLE

1= Backing: 2 steps K102 / deko’BACK 
PRO

2= Body: 2 steps deko’MALTA Rough
3= Extra 1 step deko’MALTA Soft
4= Finishing: 2 steps deko’TOP K502 

HIDRO / K503   

1
2
3
4
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Bath in spatulated deko’MALTA resin and cement.
ARKdeko’® Design Magyarország Bt. Budapest realization.

deko’FINO: Refined cement style.

deko’FINO, ARKdeko’® polymer concrete (in ‘microcement’ jargon), manages to tell the lived space 
thanks to a micro-scratched materiality, which makes it highly resistant, like real concrete. The texture 
EXTRA FINO is also available  : thinner and smoother.

It fully responds to the industrial style design trend, which characterizes interiors, fashion, communication 
and with greater preponderance, materials for building finishes. Aware that the materials use the design of 
the chromatic language to seduce and communicate, ARKdeko’® has developed the product in two versions 
of grey, GREY and MOONGREY, each represented in a chromatic scale of three shades: light, medium and 
intense.
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Due to the reproduction in print or on video the actual color may differ, please refer to the sample folder.

Grey Moongrey

light

medium

intense
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Unlike traditional microcements, the deko’FINO ARKdeko’® microcement has elastic characteristics that 
make it capable of deforming by following slight movements of the supports both in flexion and in traction, a 
feature that makes it ideal for coating all surfaces, even in the presence of ground radiant system.

Flexural strength > 13 Mpa (>132 kg/cm2). Compressive strength > 60 Mpa (>611 kg/cm2)

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Continuous cementitious coating 
without cracks.  

• Excellent workability.
• Quick application and drying.
• Wide possibility of color 

customization and finishes.
• High abrasion resistance.                                                     

CICLO DI APPLICAZIONE

1= Backing: 1 step di deko’BACK PRO / 
K102

2= Body: 2 steps deko’FINO / 1 
deko’FINO EXTRA

3= Finishing: 1 step K103 DEEP / 2 steps 
deko’TOP K502 HIDRO / K503

TECHNICAL FOCUS: low thickness, higher elasticity.

1
2
3
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CASALE SUL SILE. PRIVATE VILLA.

Immersed in the Parco del Sile (TV) and its treasures, nature, water, art and taste, this villa with a simple 
and contemporary interior has welcomed deko’MALTA and deko’FINO ARKdeko’® surfaces, velvety  and 
materic have been able to give a modern and particular character to the whole environment.

Covering construction: Europavimenti Sas (VE)
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The large master bathroom, entirely covered in deko’MALTA Sabbia.
deko’FINO with a color customized for the client, enhances the kitchen and stairs environment in combination 
with the warmth of the wood.

A volume that plays by contrasting surfaces.
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1000 GOURMET.
VERACIOUS TALE OF A PIZZA IN VENICE. 

Ever since the art of Neapolitan pizzaiuolo 
became a UNESCO heritage, we have 
been universally designated to carry on this 

amazing titalian tradition with committment.1000 
Gourmet is the demonstration that even in a region 
other than Campania, in a city other than Naples, it 
is possible to represent the quality of an excellent 
product at the highest levels.
Gennaro, the owner and client of the cladding works 
for the restaurant, tells us about his vision at the 
inauguration of the restaurant on Calle Specchieri 
in San Marco: “few ingredients, treated as little as 
possible and perhaps left raw, many brought directly 
from Naples, the dough is light and has a much 
drier and more homogeneous electric cooking. 
Venice and the Venetians welcomed us with great 

enthusiasm and I am honored. The 1000 Gourmet 
project was created to satisfy new market segments 
and an increasingly aware, curious and demanding 
public, and our pizzerias in Naples before, and 
now in Venice, want to move towards tradition but 
through new experiments.” “The restaurant in San 
Marco was a challenge, a difficult restructuring 
both for the logistical position and for the short 
construction times, the floor was a surprise, an 
unexpected solution and that’s what we wanted for 
our room, a practical and resistant, clean flooring, 
with a bold color that would uniform the style of our 
restaurant. 
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Deko’FINO polymer concrete flooring, application in 8 days including water barrier in counter-thrust on the street level, 
without demolition of the existing flooring.

Covering construction: Europavimenti Sas (VE)
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TECHNICAL FOCUS: Microcement wearing rust.

CORTEN effect of the deko’FINO microcement combines the aesthetics of oxidized steel with the 
characteristics of a monolithic concrete surface without joints. deko’FINO is the first microcement for 
walls and floors with a rust texture and a truly realistic shade of CORTEN. Also available in oxidized 

copper OXIDO effect..
Not only the visual aspect but also the tactile and material aspects are faithfully reproduced, giving the micro 
roughness typical of oxidized surfaces.
Truly exclusive micro-cement floors and walls. An extraordinary collection of oxidized effects, capable of 
giving the true nuances of Corten steel (CORTEN) and oxidized metals.
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ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Realistic continuous coating rust
• Rough matte aesthetics 
• No long-term oxidation
• High difficulty of application

APPLICATION CYCLE

1= Backing: 1 step di deko’BACK PRO / 
K102

2= Body: 2 steps deko’FINO 
3= Decoration: 2 steps CORTEN 1 / 1 step 

CORTEN 2
4= Finishing: 1 step K103 DEEP /2 steps 

deko’TOP K502 HIDRO / K503

1
2
3
4
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Realization of deko’FINO wall covering private residence: Resin Decor & Design Ltd. Malta.
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Resin Decor & Design Ltd. Malta.

TOP TREND
STAIRS IN RESIN.

A  rchitectural element as complicated as 
fascinating, the vision of the staircase is not
 strictly linked to its functionality but it is by 

now defined as a design furniture able to characterize 
the environment and is proposed as a project and 
construction junction of great interest.

The staircase becomes 
a piece of furniture, a sculpture 
inside the house from which 
you want to enjoy the view, it 
becomes “usable beauty”.

ARKdeko’® Design Magyarország Bt. Budapest 
realizations.
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Resin and cement are the mood for excellence that can enhance 
any shape.
Thanks to the ability to model themselves, open, cantilevered, spiral staircases, do not set any limit to the 
material that conforms to the entire surface without joints and cracks, giving a perfect cut to the steps.
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TECHNICAL FOCUS: Resistance and aesthetic shape.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Continuous coating on risers, treads 
and sides

• Aesthetic single-color or mineral spatu-
la, glossy, satin or matt 

• Excellent mechanical resistance

• Medium-high difficulty of application

APPLICATION CYCLE

1= Fastening aluminum corner guards: 2 
steps K102/deko’BACK PRO
2= BODY: 2 steps deko’MALTA Rough 
deko’FINO
3= Extra 1 step deko’MALTA Soft / 
deko’FINO Extra
4= FINIshing: 1 step K103 DEEP / 2 steps 
deko’TOP K502 HIDRO / K503

1
2
3
4

ARKdeko’ Design Magyarország Bt. Budapest realization. Luis Art (GE) realization.
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NEW SURFACES
TELL THE BATHROOM 
ENVIRONMENT.

A modern bathroom furnished with great style 
is a must to have a house with a unique and 
contemporary design.
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NEW SURFACES
TELL THE BATHROOM 
ENVIRONMENT.

The deko’FINO and deko’MALTA collections enhance the concept of formal elegance in the bathroom, 
the surfaces seem to merge enhancing the furnishings and accessories. These collections interpret 
excellence, combining the highest aesthetic expression of surface design with maximum functionality.
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Refined and precious design 
for the guest bathroom of the 
ARKdeko’® Showroom.
The material colors of gray and 
black alternate with glass and 
design accessories. Large floor-
level shower and suspended 
washbasin top. All illuminated 
by LEDs from the innovative 
BARRISOLTM system, which 
diffuses intense light through a 
very white sheet.
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Space to the colors in the service bathroom of the ARKdeko’® showroom: Living Coral, White and Sapphire Blue.
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS.
THE ARKDEKO’® PROPOSAL.

The bathroom is the room where you can find a place for the rest, ideal for relaxation, well-being and 
body care; it must reflect the desire to live well in all its elements, surrounded by functional things and 
beautiful and practical coverings to live. 

Spatulated, material surfaces, interpreted in irregular and unusual shapes: these are the features that stand out 
in the contemporary ARKdeko’® bathrooms. Design, continuous surfaces, without lines of interruption of the 
joints, walls furnished with special attention to a charismatic aesthetic rendering.
The bathrooms with resin coverings allow you to dare with colors and decorations and to create new modern or 
refined environments with decorative finishes. Particular is the use of self-leveling resins for the construction 
of floors, made-to-measure bathroom tops and other furnishing accessories, to enhance surfaces with creativity 
or absolute minimalism.

deko’MALTA personalized nuance. Realization Mariano De Benedictis, Chieti.
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Coatings deko’FINO, TRAME customization Royal Damasco Gray.
Realization Luis Art, Genoa.
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DOUBTS, CURIOSITIES, CONCEPTS.

How much does it cost to obtain a resin bathroom?
The prices of the resin baths, compared to the bathrooms with traditional coverings, vary according to different 
aspects, which affect the construction costs. First of all the surface area developed by the surfaces but also 
the types of resins and different colors required to be applied. The average incidence of the realization of the 
coverings in a bathroom is 8 days, therefore even small sizes develop a quote per body and not per square 
meter. 

How much can you save by laying the resin on existing tiles?

It is one of the strengths of resin coatings, making the process very often cheaper, not by dismantling the old 
flooring and covering, but by covering it directly with resin. Of course, it is necessary to correctly evaluate the 
adhesion of the tiles to the substrate. The thickness made with resin, of 3 mm on average, usually does not 
compromise doorways and window frames that do not need to be replaced. In this sense, yes, it is cheaper to 
make a resin coating during a renovation.

Is the resin water-repellent and / or waterproof?
It is necessary to clarify the difference between water repellency and waterproofing. A coating is water-re-
pellent when it facilitates the flow of liquids on its surface but does not resist water stagnation as much as a 
waterproof coating. Depending on the finishes required, it is possible to obtain a water-repellent surface until 
it is completely waterproof. Some resins themselves are not completely waterproof and in these cases the use 
of protective waterproofing as a finish is essential. This way, the resin can also be applied in sinks, bathtubs or 
wet areas, even inside swimming pools & jacuzzis. For ARKdeko’® floors, we always recommend using your 
own finishes from the deko’TOP and deko’KRISTAL line that guarantee maximum performance.

Edilruggiero (BA) realization.  Mario Camboni (NU) realization,
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SANTORINI
IN THE HEART OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.

Are the resin floors non-slip?
It is a feature that can be requested when defining the application cycle with the installer. It is possible to obtain 
non-slip resin floors up to an R1 2 level in the working environments that need it. In general, even with bare 
feet on a wet surface, standard resin floors are no more slippery than a traditional ceramic tile, even if with a 
glossy finish.
Can the walls of showers, bathrooms and shower trays be covered with resin?
Yes, it is certainly possible. The residual humidity of the substrate must be checked to choose the suitable 
cycle. Once the application of all the coats of resin is finished, the surfaces are waterproof and resistant to the 
action of the hygiene products. In addition, we can certainly recommend a resin surface in the showers and 
bathrooms as the absence of leaks avoids bacterial proliferation and the formation of mold.

The bathroom thus traces the unmistakable design of Santorini, with a color so pure that it is good for 
the spirit and that it has an evocative power, with an infinite range of suggestions.

On the Cyclades 
island the 
pantone of 
colors stopped 
at white and 
turquoise, colors 
and lights that 
remained in the 
heart of the 
property of this 
villa in Malta. 
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The absolute white of the deko’TOP K502 HIDRO Color finish and the craftsmanship of the craftsmen Resin 
Decor & Design Ltd. gives the Hellenic architecture of the bathroom a surreal and contemporary dimension.

White surfaces,
hand-woven mats,
vases and lamps in raw wood.

A primitive and chic, sunny décor that exerts a unique magnetism with geometries, curves, volumes all hand-
polished in ARKdeko’® resin.
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SHARP.
NEW OFFICES IN MILAN.

For the new Sharp offices in Milan, the new and comfortable work environments are created by Soft 
Tecnology and the artisan firm Edil Interni by Antimo Aimone, reserving a choice of materials modern 
and of performance.

The 5-storey building, completely renovated and refurnished, has all the deko’MALTA Argilla bathrooms, 
deko’TOP K503 satin finish. The quick application, directly on existing tiles, thanks to the high adhesion 
deko’BACK PRO fiber base, allowed a rapid realization in line with the punctuality of delivery of the entire 
works.

Realization: Soft Tecnology (AV). Deko’MALTA clay application: Antimo Aimone (NA).
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TRAME COLLECTION.
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What continues to be a must today, the use of recycled materials and furnishings, mixes with vintage 
elements, chosen and transformed in a contemporary key.
In this vision of furniture, TRAME, the new collection of furniture surfaces, comes into force by 

overwhelming the design of the surfaces. 
In its three decorative lines, Royal Damasco - Faenza - Lace Carpet, the TRAME decoration launches an 
industrial chic proposal of extreme innovation and quality, enhanced even more by the continuous surface 
and texture of the deko’FINO and deko’MALTA ARKdeko’® mortars. The final surface is smooth therefore 
appreciable both on the wall and on the floor, even in the wet areas of bathrooms, spas and swimming pools.

The TRAME surface collection is a special decorative system on deko’MALTA and deko’FINO ARKdeko’® 
spatulated mortar surfaces.

The appeal is strong and clear to the world 
of fashion and in particular to the embroidery 
used in vintage textiles, with the natural touch 
interpreted by the colors of the mortar.  
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TRAME IS AN EXCLUSIVE ARKdeko’®.

The only ZERO THICKNESS decoration, the only one without any limit given by rollers or brushes. Available 
on floors and walls. Three lines that satisfy a refined design request:

ROYAL DAMASCO.
The vintage decorative motif for excellence with imperial hems that recall the refined oriental textures that 
dominated the Baroque, then in vogue on the wallpaper from the 70s, and today highly appreciated again.

FAENZA. 
The Faenza line is the variegated composition of decorations that tell the unmistakable style of the handmade 
tiles in cement, oxides and marble dust. In the modern reinterpretation of  TRAME, Faenza takes on the beauty 
of subtle and intertwined decorations, giving the rooms an antique but extremely topical charm. The Faenza 
weave lends itself to full-surface applications, but also to localized surfaces for the creation of Greek tiles and 
zero-thickness rugs.
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LACE CARPET.
Composed entirely by the internal ARKdeko’® graphic laboratory, the lace carpet, as a great value kit,  realizes 
a varied mantle of concentric laces that recall the old doilies.

TECHNICAL FOCUS: zero thickness, zero limits.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 

• Continuous coating deko’MALTA /
deko’FINO 

• Personalized material aesthetics 
without design limits

• Zero thickness of the decorations

• Difficulty of application high. Only for 
certified laying.

APPLICATION CYCLE

1= BACKING: 2 steps K102/deko’BACK 
PRO

2= BODY: 2 steps deko’MALTA / 
deko’FINO

3= DECORATION: CUSTOMIZED 
deko’FABRIC

4= FINISHING: 2 stepS deko’TOP K502 
HIDRO/ K503

1

2

3
4
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THE SKIN HAS
VIBRATIONAL CAPACITY,

WE CAN FEEL
THE SURFACES.
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Touch is the first form of knowledge, whenever we see something that attracts us, we are tempted to touch 
it. As if what we see were not enough, we almost need to support our eyes with the feeling that things 
offer us.

The world of decoration has always been the most innovative 
and it also knows how to experiment with tactility to make the 

sensation that something unique and special is being observed.

THE SKIN HAS
VIBRATIONAL CAPACITY,

WE CAN FEEL
THE SURFACES.

Customization of walls and doors flush with the wall with reliefs of palm trees. ARKdeko’® showroom.
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The perception of a surface, of a material, thus, derives from the combination of all its sensorial characteristics, 
such as color, shape, and therefore tactile sensation. These aspects are not processed individually by our 
emotions, but interact with each other, providing a final perception, which goes beyond the sum of the 
individual characteristics.
And so also in the resin surfaces the touch plays its fundamental role: from the scratchy material, to the natural 
rough, to the velvety opaque, up to decorations in full relief.
Experiment surfaces with the skin.

Recommended products deko’MALTA and deko’FINO.
Customized ARKdeko’® masks and stencils.

Personalized stencils upon request of the client. Idea Posa realization by Ivan Parisi (SA).
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SMOOTH LINES
AND POLYCHROMIES.

Smooth lines that embrace large surfaces, without interruption. ARKdeko’® self-leveling resin floors 
constitute a single and planar slab with continuous designs of great elegance. The polychromies, for the 
more daring, show the great changeability of the decorative castings.
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For absolute smoothness, for the pursuit of perfection, minimalism and practicality, to capture attention with 
unique shades and creative designs, ARKdeko’® casting resins meet the highest decorative needs.
High-quality pigments create vibrant, intense and long-lasting colors. 
The professional formulation with the use of special surfactants reduces the formation of bubbles to a minimum 
and facilitates their natural removal, improving the quality of the installation.

LIQUID FLOORING.
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White / mocha marble effect liquid flooring.
Private Villa Manfredonia (FG).

LIQUID FLOORING is made with selected 
ARKdeko’® resins that allow the creation of total single-
color surfaces, up to particular polychromatic flows 
through the use of very pure pearlescent pigments and 
glitter.

The 2019-2020 flooring trend 
features marble coverings.  

ARKdeko’® offers the extra matt 
white, with flowing lines
in black, gray or mocha,
with the unmistakable 
‘cellular’ effect of the veins.
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The radiant floors offer high living comfort and also allow the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar, 
with a low operating temperature, optimizing thermal efficiency. In favor of their use play important aesthetic 
and functional advantages:
• optimal heat distribution throughout the environment; 
• prevention of the formation of dust on the walls, a phenomenon that is usually generated by traditional 

radiators;
• higher thermal inertia; 
• there are no exposed radiators and the overall aesthetic of the environment is cleaner.
The optimization and performance of the system basically depends on some aspects:
• Adequate insulation of the floor.
• Perfect waterproofing of the bottom.
• Flooring professional laying.
Resin surfaces have high resistance and thermal conductivity, combined with low thermal expansion.
This allows you to create resin floors with a floor heating system in complete safety. 
Among the recommendations there is certainly that of paying close attention to the structure of the underlying 
screed and it is mandatory to carry out the thermal cycle, before applying the resin.

The realization of resin floors with underfloor heating system is one of the insights discussed during the 
ARKdeko’® training courses.

INSIGHT:
Resin and heating system.

MANFREDONIA. PRIVATE VILLA.

White / mocha marble effect liquid flooring. Application on light fluid screed or in presence of a radiant system.
No thermal impediment and maximization of the heating system.
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Bruce Riley’s artistic and pictorial vision, defined as an alchemist by American critics, a visionary who 
uses resin chemistry to create psychedelic effects. Using experimental techniques for creating paintings, 
Riley designs his paintings with something psychedelic, an organic touch that seems to create living 

processes.

ART FOCUS: Bruce Riley. Resin artist.
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OUTDOOR FLOORS:
PRINTED CONCRETE AND RESIN.

External flooring with rock effect - private villa Termoli (CB) - Realization by Masterpav Group Srl.
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External flooring with rock effect, apalacia stone and colored inserts - Realization Masterpav Group Srl.

Wood effect. Rock effect.

Thanks to the speed of construction, the 
mechanical resistance and the high drive-
over typical of concrete floors, together with 

aesthetic characteristics of all respect, outdoor 
molded concrete floors are having considerable 
success. Monolithic, colored and well-finished 
floors with long durability result even in the absence 

of maintenance, resistant to atmospheric agents 
and ultraviolet rays.
Widely used for avenues, gardens, pool edges, 
printed floors can be made with a large catalog of 
shapes and shades, adapting to the exterior design: 
wood, rock, pebbles, tile and other finishes, also in 
matching with decorative personalizations.
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And the resin?  
Resin is the protagonist as a finish.
We are used to talking about resin on indoor flooring for industrial, commercial and, more often, residential 
use. The reason is that the vast majority of resin coatings use epoxy cycles, which by their very nature 
cannot be applied in outdoor environments exposed to the aggressive action of UV rays, except for specific 
polyurethane and methacrylic protective finishes. Precisely polyurethane and methacrylic resins, in fact, can 
confer properties of resistance to atmospheric aggressions, in particular to ultraviolet rays.
On these bases, thanks to the protection given by the layer of surface resin, the flooring acquires anti-mold, 
anti-dust and anti-absorption characteristics.
Once again the resin is expressed through its properties of resistance, hygiene and impermeability.

Detail of an external “river stone” effect flooring - Realization Masterpav Group Srl.

Detail of an insert - Masterpav Group Srl realization.
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Walking barefoot is the healthiest and most natural way to move 
and stones, sand and everything that makes bare feet work it is a 
physical and mental cure-all.

With deko’STEELY resin it is possible to create internal and external surfaces that evoke the coverings of 
wellness and spa centers, with anti-slip tubs and paths of smooth stones, colored quartz and small marble 
pebbles.
In particular for swimming pool edges and external pedestrian paths, the floors with deko’STEELY marble 
pebbles represent the draining anti-slip solution with the highest decorative aesthetics value.
Thanks to the particular granulometry of the aggregates, the pavement is draining against water showers 
avoiding stagnation and joining the drains. A decor solution for functional exteriors.

CUSTOMIZATION, WATERPROOFNESS
AND AESTHETIC VALUE FOR SWIMMING 
POOLS AND SPAS.
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Realization of marble and deko’STEELY resin coating. Resin Decor & Design LTD, Malta.
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From ARKdeko’® Design experience in the 
field of epoxy resin coatings, waterproofing 
and the restoration of surfaces, comes an 

innovative proposal for swimming pools of high 
performance and personalized aesthetics.
From the simple waterproofing of swimming 
pools with suitable resin coating, waterproofing 
and customizable in color, to particular aesthetic 
solutions and alternatives to the more traditional 
mosaics.
The chromatic versatility of the resin offers 
swimming pools a high aesthetic value, making them 
at best personalized and unique.

The epoxy resin can also be used to create light 
effects on the seabed, thanks to the use of iridescent 
and photoluminescent charges, to have natural light 
that propagates from the bottom of the pool, without 
the aid of any lamp.
With the resin for swimming pools it is also possible 
to create non-slip surfaces.
The resin applications for swimming pools, both 
in the ground and also above ground, in tubs, spas, 
hammams, Jacuzzis and can be made both indoors 
and outdoors, in private homes, hotels, wellness 
centers, spas, fitness centers , physiotherapeutic 
and aesthetic.

Photo: Private villa swimming pool created by Resin Decor & Design LTD - Malta.

POOLS.  
CHROMATIC VERSATILITY OF RESIN: 

CUSTOMIZATION AND HIGH AESTHETIC VALUE.
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CLASSIC 
Blue pool
It is the traditional and ideal color for your relaxation: 
according to chromotherapy, blue conveys peace and 
tranquility.

ELEGANT 
White pool
A more refined style, enhances the external finishes 
and reflects the light to the maximum.
The coloring of the water becomes a clear blue in the 
Maldivian style.

COBALT
Grey pool
Extreme well-being with an intense, changeable, 
transparent but deep color.

COLORS.

Thanks to the openness to collaborations with designers and architects, ARKdeko’® Design can also offer an 
architectural design and personalized design service.
Partners specializing in the production of molded concrete and artificial rock for swimming pools, gardens and 
parks, support us in choosing aesthetic and naturalistic solutions.

Each color creates a different effect. To enhance the transparent blue of the water, you need to choose a 
light shade, while for effects of greater depth, you gradually switch to dark colors. The gray and black 
colors also increase the solar attraction and maximize the natural heating of the water. The sun’s rays 

influence the final result: under the sunlight the chromatic tones are different, just as the sun / clouds and light 
/ shadow conditions are different.
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CARRIBEAN
Sand pool
It is the most natural color for swimming pools, it 
makes the water crystalline and changeable in the 
sunlight, with a Caribbean shade.

INTENSITY
Black pool
Depth and absolute intensity of blue.
Maximum heating optimization.

When the swimming pool requires building work for functional or aesthetic reasons, ARKdeko’® 
Design offers a renovation service for existing swimming pools, completely renewing the coating 
through the use of professional resins.

After evaluating the laying surface, it is possible to create the new covering by overlapping, without demolition, 
thus also reducing the costs of dismantling and disposal, as well as the intervention times.

RENOVATION PRIVATE VILLA. NARDÒ.
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STEP 2: GLUE SANDING 
Cleaning of surfaces.
Removal of all inconsistent parts.

STEP 3: FILLING
Restoration of cement with fiber-reinforced skim coat 
for restoration of concrete.

STEP 4: COMPLETE ANTIHUMID SKIM
Resin used K202 with embedded 160gr /sqm net, 
three skims.

STEP 4: CUSTOMIZATION
Realization of the color and finish chosen by the 
customer.

STEP 1: REMOVAL OF THE MOSAIC AND WALL 
COVERING
The demolition highlights injuries and losses.

The resins used for the new coating offer maximum waterproofing, are resistant over time to UV, chlorine, 
high and low temperatures. Easy to maintain over the years both by specialized ARKdeko’® personnel and by 
professional maintenance personnel.

EXAMPLE OF A STEP-BY-STEP RENOVATION.
The swimming pool had serious infiltration problems (leaks), as well as advanced wear of the existing coating 
with localized detachments.
The intervention involved the complete dismantling of the wall tiles, a new armed fiber-reinforced skim coat 
and the ARKdeko’® resinous coating with a studied cycle.

RESIN FLOORS
HIGH PERFORMANCE

AND SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRY.
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RESIN FLOORS
HIGH PERFORMANCE

AND SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRY.

Floors resistant to mechanical stress
and chemical corrosion, antistatic, non-slip.

Iin particular industrial and working contexts, surfaces must comply with specific chemical and mechanical 
resistance criteria. ARKdeko’® deals with the construction of resin floors and coverings that comply with 
hygiene and safety standards. They fall within the field of application: industrial warehouses, food and 

pharmaceutical industries, medical offices and operating rooms, cold rooms, data collection centers.
Functionality, durability and aesthetic appearance. ARKdeko’® for industry it’s a quality choice.
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SELF-LEVELING SYSTEM deko’FLOOR K302
Smooth, glossy, durable flooring.
The right choice for environments where extreme cleanliness and trolleys are required together with excellent 
surface flatness. Realization of the color and finish chosen by the customer.  

MULTI-LAYER SYSTEM K302 NON-SLIP
For workplaces where different degrees of non-slip are required, combined with perfect continuity and 
resistance of the surfaces. Suitable for traffic floors from medium-light 1.2mm up to heavy mechanical stress, 
flooring thickness 3.5mm.
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CERAMIC K300 
Add the aesthetics and strength of the ARKdeko’® ceramic filler. In the CERAMIC K300 version of the epoxy 
multilayer system it is possible to obtain better UV resistance, and to create external flooring.

BREATHABLE SYSTEM K700: Wet floors and walls breathe, without vapor barrier.
Made with water-modified epoxy resins that allow perspiration and allow the application of the coating even in 
conditions of humidity of the substrate without running the risk of detachment.
The K700 ARKdeko’® coating is impermeable to water, oils and gasolines, resistant to chemicals, but 
permeable to vapor under negative pressure.
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The creation of this new media does not celebrate itself in its innovation but responds to a real need in the 
sector by becoming a concrete work tool.   

ARKdeko’® knows how important it is to be fast in the budgeting phase and has wanted to make this tool a 
useful support for retailers and applicators who can formulate a quote by selecting:
• The type of environment;
• The presence or absence of humidity on the application support;
• The square meters of the intervention;
thus quickly obtaining technical indications and a commercial quotation, which can also be consulted later 
because each estimation created in the app will be archived. 

The registered user, with personal access data and credentials, will also have the possibility to consult a 
technical archive: within the app, each individual ARKdeko’® product has its own easily available technical 
data sheet; the system board proposed for interiors, exteriors, industry presents its complete processing cycle, 
technical and safety standards.
The app will report updates and news by showing the possibility of continuous contact, which follows the 
ARKdeko’® evolution by presenting creative ideas, technical and commercial notions. 
We just have to take advantage of this exciting opportunity!
              

SUPPORT AND SPEED
TO YOUR BUSINESS.

New at the end of 2019 is the ARKdeko’® app
strongly desired by the commercial sector.
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Reserved Area.
Immediate quotes and archiving.
Technical sheets and working cycles.
News, creatives ideas and technical notions.
A real support to your Business.

Discover the New App.


